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Your m easurem ents

Our ser vice...
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Design
Everyone has their own idea of what will make their home
perfect. Our experts will draw on their knowledge and years of
experience to bring your dreams to life.
Think about the conservatory design you would like then talk
to us about your ideas. Draw up some rough measurements on
the grid provided or take a photograph of the site to bring to
our showroom or show to our visiting estimator.
One of our expert surveyors will visit your home to take
detailed measurements and confirm the design, position of
doors and opening windows. We’ll even try to match the
bricks to your existing ones.
If desired, we can offer you the option of a planning service,
and will draw up your plans on a computer, illustrating how
your conservatory will look from every angle.

Our builds
We’ll take care of everything, including digging the
foundations, forming the base, building walls, erecting the
frames and roof, and fitting the glass.
We’ll plaster the internal walls, lay the floor with ceramic tiles
or flooring of your choice from our range of high-grade
laminates, and also install the electric sockets and lighting. We
pride ourselves on cleaning up and leaving your home spotless
once the project is finished.
Our insulated bases are built on a solid concrete slab topped
with a highly efficient damp-proof membrane that stops
moisture from below; or a joist-based wooden floor where
needed.
Manufactured to the highest standard from virgin quality uPVC,
our frames feature the latest security and locking systems
fitted as standard, with internal double glazing to prevent the
glass being removed from the outside.
The thermal properties of our A-rated toughened glass units in
the sides and roof help keep your conservatory warm in winter
and cool in summer.

Roof options
At Windows Plus we offer some of the most advanced roofing
options for our full range of custom-designed conservatories.
We fit the latest heat-guarded polycarbonate roofs as
standard, or you can choose self-cleaning glass that’s
solar-controlled for your bespoke build.
A polycarbonate roof blocks up to 80% of the sun's solar
energy from entering the conservatory, helping to maintain a
comfortable temperature in summer and, in winter, a large
proportion of rising heat is radiated back into the room,
Available in clear, blue or green tints, the special coating on
the outside of our self-cleaning glass is activated by UV light,
breaking down dirt and allowing raindrops to wash it away.
Solar-controlled glass is treated on the inside to reflect
unwanted summer rays from entering your conservatory in
summer an reduce heat loss and reflect it back into your room
in winter.

Grand designs

Conservatories & Bespoke Builds

No matter what you have in mind, talk to us. If you can find it,
we can do it... and the chances are, we already have.

Windows Plus

Windows Plus
HOMESAFE
CRB Approved
Unisex Consultants
OAP & Disabled Friendly

EN14351

Reg No. 28069

Branches in Coventry, Rugby, Nuneaton & Solihull
Email: info@windows-plus.co.uk
www.windows-plus.co.uk

Freephone: 0800 389 5020

The solid and reliable company to trust

Freephone: 0800 389 5020
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Standard Ch oices...

Bespoke Builds...

Lean-to
Lean-to conservatories have a single slope for a roof, creating
a continental sunroom-style addition to your home. They’re
perfect for properties where the
available space is an awkward shape or
for narrow areas. All our conservatories,
are built to suit your property, so we’ll
work with you to ensure the perfect
design for your home.

No matter what size, shape or style your home and garden are, our bespoke service
means we’ll work with you to tailor-make the perfect solution for your home

Orangeries

Victorian

Why ch oose us?
Designed especially to suit your property and needs, a
conservatory from Windows Plus will transform your
house into the home you’ve dreamed of.
Our bespoke service means you don’t need to move
to create extra living space, whether you want an
extra room for working, relaxing or entertaining.
Our fully qualified and accredited experts take the
time to work with you to create your perfect
conservatory, helping you choose and build the
structure that’s ideally suited to the unique
requirements of your property and lifestyle.
We’re so confident of the quality of our work, we
give a unique lifetime warranty on parts and labour.
Plus, our dedicated service department guarantees
you’ll receive exceptional aftercare.
What’s more, we won’t ask for any money up front.
You’ll see the quality and build of the finished
conservatory before you’re asked to pay a penny.

Windows Plus

The solid and reliable family run company you can trust

A bay-fronted conservatory with a ridge central in the roof.
Victorian conservatories are perfect for larger properties where
losing spacing inside the new room isn’t an
issue for you; or for meeting planning
restrictions from builds that are close
to neighbouring properties. Choose from a
three or five-faceted front to create the
classic rounded Victorian shape.

A Windows Plus Orangery will give your home the appearance
of an extension with the light feel of a conservatory. They
feature more brickwork than a conservatory so they blend into
your home, but large windows retain the airy conservatory look
and feel. Why not choose a roof with a ceiling perimeter that
gives you the option to install atmospheric lighting?
We can also design your orangery so it’s made of 75%
translucent materials and doesn’t need planning permission.

Edwardian
Sometimes known as Georgian, these conservatories are squarefronted with a central ridge in the roof. Simple, timeless and elegant,
Edwardian conservatories are light and airy, so
choose this style for the spacious feel created
by the elevated roof. They also provide more
internal space than a Victorian owing to their
squared-off shape.

Lanterns

Dou ble-h ipped
This is the perfect conservatory to complement your bungalow
or any single storey extension. The pitched roof slopes upwards
from the sides giving a clean look and
straight, simple lines. This style also
maximises internal floor space.
It will accommoate any height
restrictions and can be built wider than
an Edwardian, but with the same
elegant look and feel.

Quality With out Compromise

As with our conservatories and orangeries, Windows Plus roof
lanterns are bespoke designed and built. The most popular roof
lantern formats are based on square or rectangular apertures,
but circular, octagonal and lozenge derivatives are all possible,
too, as are raised lanterns.

Choose from our standard
colours or any other colour
you can imagine...

